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Abstract

In spite of well�known vulnerabilities� password�
based authentication is still widely used� One possible
improvement is to use long passphrases� But unfor�
tunately� the longer passphrases are� the more likely
users mis�stroke� To make matters worse� since user�
authentication interfaces are usually implemented with�
out echo�back of stroked characters� users do not notice
their mis�strokes before they �nish the long inputs� In
order to solve this problem� this paper proposes an echo�
back scheme� the monitor displays a chain of hashed
values instead of asterisks� Its e�ect is studied in terms
of expected number of total strokes� The study suggests
an optimal strategy for the chaining and echo�back� It
is also suggested that we can use the same strategy
without customizing it� As an extension� image�based
echoes are discussed as well�
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� Introduction

User authentication is a central security issue� A
taxonomy of user authentication tells us that we have
��� token�based systems� ��� systems based on biomet�
rics� �	� knowledge�based systems� and �
� recognition�
based systems�

Token�based systems� The system regards the
owner of a speci�c device or token as a legiti�
mate user� If a user carelessly leaves their token
at home� he could not use the system during the
trip� If someone else steals a token or luckily �nds
a lost token on a public road� he may be able to
use it� Thus the system is often combined with
knowledge�based authentication� ATM authenti�
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cation requires a bank card and a PIN �Personal
Identi�cation Number�� for example�

Biometrics� The system veri�es a speci�c biomet�
rics property of a user� �ngerprint� for example�
Users may hate this due to privacy reasons� The
system equipment tends to be expensive� A more
signi�cant problem is its unrevokability� If a PIN
is compromised� the user can update it into a new
one� But he couldnt replace his �ngerprint with
a new one�

Knowledge�based systems� Users show some
knowledge such as PINs or passwords to the
system� Simple or meaningful passwords are
easier to remember but vulnerable to attacks�
too short ones can be revealed by an exhaustive�
search attack while too meaningful ones by a
dictionary�search attack� Complex� arbitrary or
meaningless� and long passwords are more secure
themselves� but are di�cult to remember� So
users tend to write them down� This in turn
reduces the system security in our real world� In
addition� the more severe the requirement for PIN
quality� the more likely they use similar or even
identical PINs in di�erent systems� This means
that all the systems are only as secure as the most
weakest one�

Recognition�based systems� Not a user but the
system shows several items and the user makes ap�
propriate response to them� This can be regarded
as a challenge�response extension of knowledge�
based systems but� from the view point of human
factors� more secure when we use images which are
di�cult to write down or tell to other guys� images
generated by Random Art���� ���� for example�

Looking at current real systems� in spite of those well�
known vulnerabilities and proposals of other mecha�
nisms� password� or PIN�based systems are still widely
used in user authentication either by themselves or in
combination with other schemes�



It is well known that there have been a lot of ef�
forts to improve the security of password authentica�
tion �	������ After all� even with those e�orts� our pass�
words need entropy su�cient for the required security
level ���� ���� However� since people are not good at
remembering a long meaningless chain of characters�
the entropy requirement might cause a compromise re�
sulting from writing them down� One solution to this
problem is the use of long meaningful passphrases ����
����� For instance� let us suppose a system in which a
passphrase is used to generate �
�bit encryption key�
In this case� according to the estimate of entropy in
English language����� ���� we need 
�� or ���character
passphrases� For example� the title of this paper itself
is composed of �� characters� Typical users probably
accept and can remember passphrases of this length�

Thus passphrases may provide higher security but
unfortunately degrade usability� the longer they are�
the more likely users mis�stroke during authentication
procedure� To make matters worse� since it is a com�
mon practice to implement passphrase�authentication
interface without echo�back of stroked characters�����
��	�� users do not notice their mis�strokes before they
�nish the long inputs and the log�in attempts are re�
jected� In order to solve this echo�o� problem� this
paper proposes an echo�back scheme by the use of one�
way hash function� during passphrase�authentication
procedure� the monitor displays a chain of hashed val�
ues instead of echo�o� asterisks� If the user remembers
part of the hashed values� he may notice his mis�strokes
before �nishing all the typing�in�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� First�
we describe how to echo back and how to remember the
echo in Section �� Next� in Section 	� the e�ect of the
scheme is studied in terms of expected number of total
strokes required for one successful log�in� After dis�
cussion of the results and implementation in Section 
�
Section � concludes the paper with some remarks�

� Echo�Back of Passphrase

We consider a passphrase composed of C characters
and divide it into L blocks� Each of the �rst L�� blocks
has �C characters where L � dC��Ce� and the last
block has C ��C�L� �� or �C mod �C� characters�
The j�th block will be denoted by pj � in the following�
In our echo�back scheme� the monitor displays a hashed
value which is generated from a local secret� the user
ID� and blocks which are already typed� This display
is updated block by block� i�e�� when the user �nishes
typing a block� The user remembers part of the hashed
values� If he �nds a mismatch between the remembered
value and the displayed value� he restarts the log�in

procedure�
The details are as follows�
When a user X �nishes typing the �rst block� the

monitor displays

h� � h�h�IDX �K�� p��� ���

where IDX is his user ID� K is a local secret of the ma�
chine for salting� and h��� is a one�way hash function�
The salting prevents o��line exhaustive search attacks
after peeping� h� appears on the screen in d�ary rep�
resentation� We assume that the output of the hash
function is too long for X to memorize all the digits�
So X remember not all but only m� digits of h�� and
if he �nds a mismatch in them� he clears the input and
restarts to type his passphrase from the �rst charac�
ter� If no mismatch is found� he goes on to the sec�
ond block� On the assumption that the hash function
outputs random values� the probability of a mis�stroke
being noticed as a mismatch is

��

�
�

d

�m�

� ���

When X �nishes typing the second block� the mon�
itor displays

h� � h�h�� p��� �	�

Again� X remember not all but only m� digits of h��
and if he �nds a mismatch in them� he clears the in�
put and restarts to type his passphrase from the �rst
character� If no mismatch is found� he goes on to the
next block� The same procedure is operated until the
second �nal block� that is�

hj � h�hj��� pj� �j � �� 	� � � � � L� ��� �
�

When X �nishes typing the �nal block� the monitor
does not need to echo� it just tells X the authentication
result either by allowing the log�in or by rejection�

Thus� with a certain high probability� the user can
notice his mis�stroke before �nishing all the input� The
e�ect of this �earlier notice and restart� will be studied
in the next section�

� Evaluation

In this section� we evaluate the e�ect of the proposed
echo�back scheme in terms of expected number of total
strokes required for one successful log�in� This number
is denoted by S� in the following�

We assume that the memory capacity of the user is
limited to a certain amount�

M � m� �m� � � � ��mL ���



whereM is a constant integer� Since the hashed values
are random� it is easier for users to remember the same
number of digits per block� Therefore� we consider a
memory strategy such that

m� � m� � � � � � mk � m �positive constant�� ���

mk�� �M mod m� ���

and

mk�� � mk�� � � � � � mL � �� ���

In general� users tend to type more carefully and
slowly after an unsuccessful log�in attempt� For sim�
plicity� we consider two types of users�

Type � users become careful enough to type cor�
rectly in the second attempt�

Type � users make mis�strokes with the same proba�
bility in the second attempt as in the �rst attempt
but become careful enough to type correctly in the
third attempt�

Both have their restart from the �rst character of the
passphrases after noticing the mismatch of the echo�
We do not consider users who restart their typing from
the previous block rather than the very �rst character�
This is because long passphrases are di�cult to restart
on the way �e�g� it is di�cult to remember what is the
���th� character of a long passphrase�� Then� assum�
ing that mis�stroke probability e �in the �rst attempt
and in the second attempt of Type � users� is common
for every character� the expected number of strokes S
is given by

S � C��� e�C �

L��X
j��

�j �j�C � C� � �C�L ���

in the case of Type � users� and

S � C��� e�C � �C�L��� e�C

�

L��X
j��

�j �j�C � C� ��� e�C

�

L��X
i��

L��X
j��

�i�j��i� j��C � C�

��

L��X
j��

�j�L�j�C � �C� � 	C��L ����

in the case of Type � users� �j is the probability of
�notice and restart� after the input of the j�th block�

and can be recursively derived from

�� � � ����

�j �
��� eblock�

j��
eblock � �j��

dmj��
����

�j � �� 	� � � � � L�

�j �
n
��� eblock�

j��
eblock � �j

o�
��

�

dmj

�
��	�

�j � �� �� � � � � L� ��

�L � ��� eblock�
L��elast � �L ��
�

where eblock��� ��� e��C is the probability that mis�
strokes occur in a block of length �C while

elast �

�
�� ��� e��C �if �CjC�
�� ��� e�C mod �C �otherwise�

����

is that in the �nal block�
Given the passphrase length C� the memory capac�

ity M � and the mis�stroke probability e� the expected
number of total strokes S depends on the memory
strategy determined by �C and m� We of course want
to use an optimum strategy to make best use of our
memory capacity� Therefore� by exhaustive search� we
�nd the optimum �C and m which minimizes S for
di�erent values of users mis�stroke probability�

Throughout the following study� we use a display
representation of d���� This is because users are ac�
customed to memorizing a numerical character from �
to � in the case of meaningless object��

Figure � shows the evaluation results when C���
and M���� As mentioned earlier� the passphrase
length C��� corresponds to �
�bit key generation� The
additional memory burden of M��� means that users
make an e�ort as heavy as remembering telephone
numbers� As for users with better or larger memory� we
also studied the case of C��� and M���� The result
is shown in Fig� �� In those �gures� the performance of
our echo�back scheme is plotted by marks ��o� in the
case of Type � users while �x� in the case of Type �
users� and that of conventional echo�o� implementa�
tion is plotted by lines �solid line in the case of Type �
users while dotted line in the case of Type � users��

The di�erence between the lines and the marks
shows how signi�cantly the performance is improved
by the proposed scheme� This signi�cance depends on
the mis�stroke probability e per character� In most
likely probability region between e����� and ���� the
reduction in the expected number of total strokes is
larger than ����

�We say meaningless� when the object has no understand�

able linguistic meaning for the user�
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Figure 1. Expected number of total strokes required for one successful log-in by the optimum strat-
egy. Users are assumed to be able to memorizeM=10 digits in echo. When the mis-stroke probability
is smaller than 32.5%, the optimum strategy is to update the hashed value every �C=4 inputs and
remember m=1 digit per hash. For reference, the solid line shows the expected number of strokes
in the case of Type 1 users with echo off. This is reduced to the circle marks (o) by the proposed
echo-back scheme. Likewise, the dotted line is in the case of Type 2 users with echo off. This is
reduced to the cross marks (x) by the proposed echo-back scheme.

Regarding users burden� there is only a little di�er�
ence between the performances for M��� and M����
So we can recommend users the more light one� i�e�� to
remember �� digits in the echo�

� Discussion

��� Implementation

Here we discuss the implementation of our scheme�
In the case of the recommended memory burden of
M��� �Fig� ��� fortunately� we can see a very sta�
ble result� in the region of e � 	����� the optimum
strategy is ��C�m���
� �� for both Type � users and
Type � users� Since this range of mis�stroke probability
seems to cover carelessness of most real users� we can
in practice use the same strategy where a hash chain is
presented every 
 characters typed in and users are rec�
ommended to remember one digit �probably the �rst
or the last digit is the easiest for most users� of each
of the �rst �� hashed values� If users feel frustrated to

see a display of all the hashed values including digits
which are not remembered� an actual implementation
can display only one digit of each hashed value� or alter�
natively� display the sum of all the digits modulo ���
This implementation is sketched in Fig� 	� For users
with better memory� the implementation continues to
echo until the second last block�

The followings are extensions which would need user
studies with actual implementation although theoret�
ically we can use Eqn���� and Eqn������ The need is
due to the cognitive issues� which are not trivial�

First� for security reasons against peeping� one
might be able to attach dummy echoes on the screen�
For example� �� rows of numerical characters are dis�
played� among which only one row represents the actual
echo� When the user registrates himself� he determines
which row should play the role�

Second� practitioners can consider simple graphics
or images in place of numerical characters for the echo�
Let us suppose �� simple but distinguishable images�
Instead of displaying the digits� the screen displays the
corresponding images� Random arts ���� ��� would be
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Figure 2. Expected number of total strokes required for one successful log-in by the optimum strat-
egy. Users are assumed to be able to memorizeM=12 digits in echo. When the mis-stroke probability
is smaller than 18.5%, the optimum strategy is to update the hashed value every �C=4 inputs and
remember m=1 digit per hash. For reference, the solid line shows the expected number of strokes
in the case of Type 1 users with echo off. This is reduced to the circle marks (o) by the proposed
echo-back scheme. Likewise, the dotted line is in the case of Type 2 users with echo off. This is
reduced to the cross marks (x) by the proposed echo-back scheme.

worth a try� The next subsection will discuss this ex�
tension more in detail�

��� Graphic Echoes

When we want to display some graphics or images
as echoes� at least the following questions would occur�

� How many distinguishable images can be used�
That is� we want to know an appropriate assign�
ment of the parameter d�

� How many images can be memorized� That is� we
want to know an appropriate assignment of the
parameter M �

� Are the images easy to tell other guys� We prefer
di�cult�to�tell images for security reasons�

The �nal question recommends the use of Random
Arts� Random Art is a prototypical solution for hash
visualization����

De�nition ��� �HVA	 A hash visualization algo�
rithm �HVA� is a function hI which has� as a mini�
mum� the following two properties	


� Image�generation	 hI maps an input x of arbitrary
�nite length� to an output image hI�x� of �xed size�

�� Ease of computation	 Given hI and an input x�
hI�x� is easy to compute�

De�nition ��� �Near Images	 Two images I� and
I� are said to be near� denoted as I� � I�� if the two
images are perceptually indistinguishable�

Regarding the use of Random Arts for recognition�
based authentication� a user study��� suggests that
users can tell M � � out of d � �� distinguish�
able images with a burden and performance similar
to those for 
�digit PINs� Therefore� we studied the
e�ect of our echo�back for the parameter assignment
of �M�d� � ��� ���� The situation is summarized as
follows�
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Figure 3. An optimum implementation of echo-back for authentication by 50-character passphrase.
The sample passphrase is the title of this paper (without blanks).

� There are d � �� distinguishable images or Ran�
dom Arts I�� I�� � � �� I���

� After the �rst block input� the machine represents
h� as a base��� integer�

� Each base��� digit is displayed as an image� For
example� if h� � ��A	 � � � �E���� then I��� I	� � � ��
I�� I�
� and I� are displayed�

� The rest of the blocks are processed in the same
way�

� The user remembers M � � displayed images in
total�

Figure 
 shows the evaluation results� As usual�
the performance of our echo�back scheme is plotted
by marks ��o� in the case of Type � users while �x�
in the case of Type � users� and that of conventional
echo�o� implementation is plotted by lines �solid line
in the case of Type � users while dotted line in the case
of Type � users�� The improvement from the echo�o�
scheme is similar to that in the case of numeral display�
By contrast� the optimum strategy is very di�erent�
In most likely mis�stroke probability region between
e����� and ���� the echo increases every �C � �
or � inputs� This is less frequent than in the case of
numeral display�

� Concluding Remarks

User authentication is an important entrance to se�
cure systems� Currently� despite well�known vulner�
abilities� password� or PIN�based systems are widely
used either alone or in combination with other authen�
tication methods� Long meaningful passphrases can
improve security but degrade usability due to its long
input with echo�o� on the screen� In order to solve
this echo�o� problem� this paper proposed an echo�back
scheme with the help of one�way hash function�

Since users can notice their mis�strokes before they
�nish the long inputs� the proposed scheme can sig�
ni�cantly reduce the expected number of total strokes
required for one successful log�in� This reduction rate
depends on the mis�stroke probability per character� In
most likely probability region between ���� and ����
the reduction is larger than ���� If a user �nds it dif�
�cult to accept the additional memory burden for the
echo� he can just ignore the echo� the resultant perfor�
mance is as good as that in the conventional echo�o�
implementation� anyway�

Fortunately� in a wider area including the mis�stroke
probability region� we can use the same strategy of
hashing every 
 characters and remembering one digit
per hash� This can simplify the implementation� In an
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Figure 4. Expected number of total strokes required for one successful log-in by the optimum strat-
egy. Users are assumed to be able to memorize M=5 images in echo. For reference, the solid line
shows the expected number of strokes in the case of Type 1 users with echo off. This is reduced
to the circle marks (o) by the proposed echo-back scheme. Likewise, the dotted line is in the case
of Type 2 users with echo off. This is reduced to the cross marks (x) by the proposed echo-back
scheme.

extended discussion for the replacement of the numeri�
cal echoes with simple but distinguishable graphics� we
found that the optimal echoes would be updated less
frequently�

As a further research� a user study is needed as well
as a real implementation� The experimental study shall
include performance analysis not only in the number of
strokes but also in the net time per log�in� It could also
include extensions of the proposed scheme� ��� the use
of graphics or images instead of numerical characters�
and ��� the parallel display of dummy echoes�
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